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This text is designed to cover the core technology and alternative specialist options of the CGLI 585 advanced craft syllabus.
“Chan takes you through the steps required to make the jo? even the most exotic joint will seem easy to make.”—Canadian Woodworking.
“Outstanding instructions, illustrations, and colorful photos...All skill levels; should be part of most public library collections.”—Library Journal.
“Excellent....The adaptable approach, combined with the sheer number of joints covered, makes this one of the best books on joinery that
I’ve seen.”—Fine Woodworking.
This two-volume series provides building craft students with complete coverage of the CGLI 585 syllabus to craft certificate level.
Wood Joints is an indispensable reference book and instructional guide to creating the most commonjoints in woodworking. Joinery is a
fundamental element of woodworking, and mastering the basic joints is an essential part of becoming a skilled woodworker. But, not all wood
joints are created equal, so knowing how and when to use them is just as important. This book provides an overview of how to create the
most common joinery used in woodworking. Each joint is accompanied by detailed step-by-step instructions and illustrated with full-colour
photographs. Methods are shown for creating joints using both hand tools and power tools, and alternative techniques are given where
appropriate, allowing the reader to experiment and decide on their preferred process. There is detailed information on the basic tools needed
to construct each joint and how to choose the right joint for every job. Readers will also learn about factors that contribute to a strong wood
joint, such as grain, to ensure they achieve success every time.
This comprehensive study examines British shipbuilding and industrial relations from 1870 to 1950, addressing economic, social and political
history to provide an holistic approach to industry, trade-unionism and the early history of the Labour Party. Examining the impact of new
machinery, of independent rank-and-file movements and of craft and trade unions, The Tide of Democracy provides an authoritative account
of industrial action in shipyards in the period and their effect on the birth and development of the Labour Party. This volume is clearly
presented, elegantly written and suffused with a distinctly human touch which brings the technical material to life. Unique in the combined
attention it gives to Scottish and English history, and drawing upon an impressive range of primary sources, this volume will be indispensable
for specialist researchers, undergraduates and postgraduate students.
The third edition of Carpentry and Joinery 1 is the first in a series of three books which together provide an authoritative but thoroughly
practical guide to carpentry and joinery for students following City & Guilds and CITB courses, NVQ candidates, and a wide range of
amateurs and professionals. Carpentry and Joinery 1 deals with the fundamentals of the subject from topics such as timber and wood
preservation and protection, to a detailed outline of the tools available and information on the basic woodworking joints, adhesives and fixing
devices. Books 2 and 3 show how to apply this fundamental knowledge. Details of craft theory, associated studies and practical procedures
are integrated throughout each text. In this new edition chapters have been reorganised to produce a more coherent, student-focused course.
All references to the Building Regulations and current legislation have been updated, and developments in current best practice have been
incorporated.
A straightforward manual for all woodworkers, this reference offers essential information about the core tools of the woodworking trade. With
a chapter devoted to each machine--including the table saw, radial arm saw, band saw, drill press, and jointer--there is plenty of guidance for
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the beginning woodworker and suggestions for those with more experience. Each chapter includes a detailed diagram of the tool, instructions
on its use, and important safety information. Whether woodworkers are setting up a shop, looking to buy new tools, or just interested in
getting more from the tools they already own, this essential guide delivers concise information on an array of woodshop equipment.
A practical introduction to woodworking and purpose-made joinery, this book starts with the basics of interpreting drawings and works right
the way through to designing and making stairs. Les Goring introduces each chapter with a brief historical overview of the topic, then goes on
to explain how to carry out each task in a step-by-step manner. Including several hundred images, this book covers everything a student or
keen hobbyist needs to know in order to carry out their own work. The breadth of coverage and easily accessible approach makes this book
an ideal resource for apprentices taking NVQs and those following Construction Awards within Wood Occupations from City &
Guilds/Construction Skills. The technical detail and practical focus ensures that this book will be a vital purchase for all students, and an
essential reference for any experienced carpenter or joiner. In-depth, practical and accessible approach – ideal for new apprentices and
experienced tradespeople alike. Fully up to date with the current Building Regulations and developments in the trade. Clear layout makes it
easy to follow instructions. Also by this author: Manual of First and Second Fixing Carpentry, Third Edition 9781856177689

Machine and Hand JoineryTaunton
Provides instructions and techniques for operating hand and power tools used in woodworking.
Hand and Power Tools Work Best Together In today's world of more-power-is-better, it's easy to overlook the value of hand tools.
What most woodworker's don't realize is that combining both hand and power tool worlds is the best way to produce the highest
quality woodworking. In Hand Tool Essentials you'll learn how to choose and use hand tools for chopping, cutting, paring, sawing,
marking, drilling and more. Many of the tools are familiar, but others will surprise you with their usefulness. Though they've been
around for hundreds (or thousands) of years, these tools have gotten lost in the rush of the industrial revolution. Rediscovering the
value of these tools in your woodworking will also give you a better understanding of how your power tools work. But this book is
more than about how to use hand tools. It's about using hand tools in balance with power tools to save you time, provide a more
pleasant woodworking experience and ultimately give you a better woodworking project.
Outfitting and maintaining a shop is something every woodworker wants to know more about. They are always looking for new
ways to improve their shops, and this practical book is packed with innovative ideas and projects. The subjects included in this
book cover a wide range of techniques and ideas. Projects include how to make a cabinet maker's tool box, build a chop saw
stand and put together an easy-to-build work bench. There is information on buying used hand tools, cutting sheet products,
mobile machine bases, computers and repairing and tuning workshop machinery. Advice is also given on wiring a shop, collecting
dust, using and maintaining shop equipment and running a small commercial shop. In addition, practical solutions are offered for
solving a host of workshop problems.

Help realise your learners' ambitions of becoming a specialist site carpenter or joiner in the construction industry with this
comprehensive new textbook published in association with City & Guilds for the Level 3 6706, 7906 and new
Apprenticeship standard. This brand new title will help students: - Study with confidence, using the most up-to-date
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information available for the new specifications and industry standards - Enhance their understanding of tools and
concepts in carpentry and joinery with clear and accurate technical drawings and step-by-step photo sequences - Get
ready for the workplace with industry tips and case studies - Develop core skills with authors Stephen Jones, Stephen
Redfern and Martin Burdfield who draw on their extensive teaching and industry experience
Written by best-selling author Peter Brett, this new full-colour edition has been fully updated to cover the revised
carpentry and joinery qualifications.
'Machine Woodworking' provides students with all the basic information needed to reach NVQ level II in wood machining.
It covers calculations, timber science, and all the relevant machines, and is completed by five simple workshop projects
which can be used to practice and test the necessary skills. The use of each machine is explained, with ample diagrams
and photographs where appropriate, and each section is rounded off with the relevant regulations and additional multiplechoice questions to test understanding.
The main subject areas covered are: Basic Skills, Surface Finishing, Finishing Components, Structural Components and
Basic Joinery.
Complementing Book 1of the same title, this text takes the student up to the City and Guilds full Craft Certificate level. All aspects of the
course are dealt with, along with the associated scientific background, mathematical calculations and drawings required. Although prior
knowledge of the subject as provided in Book 1 is assumed , important principles are repeated so that this book can be read independently of
the companion volume. Extensively illustrated, each chapter begins with clearly defined objectives and concludes with a series or questions
and assignments. The text will prove invaluable as a general workbook for those following advanced woodworking courses, including CITB
students and self-employed carpenters, joiner and builders. It is useful supplementary reading for those taking courses in brickwork and
cabinetmaking, for trainee woodworking machinists and construction technicians as well as for students of City and Guilds Foundation
courses.
This book provides the apprentice or trainee carpenter and joiner with the basic technical knowledge necessary to complete the first half of a
City and Guilds Course in Carpentry and Joinery. It will also be a useful reference to any persons studying for examinations, or simply
wishing to further their knowledge in one of the associated areas, such as wood machining, cabinet making or general building construction.
Dealing with the basic skills and techniques employed in the present day construction industry, the text assumes little prior knowledge of the
subject, but lays before the reader a simple, straight forward and readable out of the skills, tools, materials and methods likely to be used or
encountered in the workshop, on site or during studies at home or in college.
Carving is an area of woodworking that has wide appeal and can start as simply as whittling figures with a pocket knife. Since the cost of
entry is so low, many people are willing to give it a try. But some people are put off by the conflicting information about what tools to buy, how
to sharpen them, and by the bewildering range of carving styles. This book, with its common-sense approach to tools and sharpening, and its
broad survey of the many styles, is the perfect introduction for the novice carver. The projects will help the beginner become familiar with the
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tools and learn skills while trying a variety of carving styles to see which suits him best. The projects range from the traditional to the
contemporary and reflect the tastes of today's woodcarvers.
Building Construction Handbook provides extensive coverage of building construction practice, processes and techniques, representing
established procedures as well as those associated with recent amendments to the Building Regulations, British and European Standards
and other related references. This approach, combined with the presentation of information in a highly illustrated and unique visual style, has
proven this text to be a vital learning resource for thousands of building construction students, and an essential reference for professionals.
The sixth edition has been updated and expanded to take into account many aspects of the new and revised Building Regulations and
associated Approved Documents as applied to working practice; in particular, construction requirements for conserving and economising
energy and reducing atmospheric pollution (as this relates to Building Regulations Part L – Conservation of fuel and power). This new edition
also develops existing topics, including adaptation of buildings to ensure compatibility for the disabled, further details of masonry construction,
applications of steel reinforcement to concrete, steel framed housing principles, sound insulation and additional details of structural glazing.
Throughout, reference to supplementary regulations and standards are provided for further reading, and where appropriate, design
calculations are included. Online lecture resources are provided, with power point slides available for a selection of topics, featuring essential
illustrations for use with presentations and handouts. The Handbook is an invaluable reference for students. It consolidates several years of
study material into one comprehensive volume, suitable for a wide range of building and construction courses, including NVQs in
Construction and the Built Environment, BTEC Nationals and Higher Nationals in Building Services Engineering, Construction and Civil
Engineering, as well as construction related undergraduate degrees (such as Built Environment, Civil Engineering, Building Surveying,
Construction Management, Quantity Surveying, Building, Architectural Technology and Facilities Management) and professional
examinations. Roger Greeno is a well-known author of construction texts. He has extensive practical and consultancy experience in the
industry, in addition to lecturing at several colleges of further and higher education, and the University of Portsmouth. He has also examined
for City & Guilds, Edexcel, the Chartered Institute of Building and the University of Reading. Roy Chudley’s books on Building Construction
have helped thousands of students gain their qualifications and pass exams. He was formerly a Senior Lecturer at Guildford College.
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